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IFLA would like to share a recent tribute to Jeppe
Aagard Andersen made by IFLA Immediate Past
President, Professor Kathryn Moore
The first EFLA meeting I attended was in Brussels in 2004.
It was like walking into the lion’s den. There were fierce
debates and arguments. But at a certain point I noticed that
I was being circled by big, tall, longhaired Scandinavian. I
had no idea who this rather intimidating person was. But in
amongst the turmoil, he offered advice, was wise and
protective and not at all threatening, but definitely larger
than life. This was Jeppe.
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He was a breath of fresh air. He blew away institutional
cobwebs. He was not interested in the way things should
be done. He challenged. He questioned. He was politically
very astute. He made his own path and he was incredibly
funny.
He was steadfast. He described IFLA as a large family. He
treated it as his family, invested time in it, looked after and
cherished it. In 2005 for example, as Teresa Anderson and I
clashed over the coming together of the IFLA Europe and
the EFLA, Jeppe marched us both down to the bar and
bought us gin and tonics at 3.30 in the afternoon to “smooth
things over”. It worked. He continued to mould the
organisation by encouraging, quietly and at a distance,
sometimes very close to. He held the memory of these
institutions and when he spoke, we listened. Over the next
few years he was instrumental in shaping the current global
organisation.
He was very impressive and he definitely liked to impress.
In Minneapolis he took a group of us everywhere in a
stretch limo. He declared that far more landscape architects
should aspire to drive Ferraris. He arrived at the IFLA
meeting in Apppledorn, long hair flowing with an entourage
of beautiful women around him from his office. Everybody
looked up – it was like being on a film set.
We have seen that he was a brilliant designer. His skill in
transforming abstract ideas into reality led me to invite him
teach the international studio with me at at BCU – he came
for several years. The students were slightly terrified of him,
but we learned that chocolate at about 4.30 in the afternoon
made him very amendable.
He was so observant and alert to the way we experience
place, its nuances and details, its tone, texture and quality
of light. Working to light a courtyard, he predicted that when
the lights were turned on, flooding the square with blue
moonlight, the first people to walk in would kiss. And they
did.
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of the things that has become clear since his sad passing is
that he created myths and legends within IFLA that will only
grow with time.
I miss him. The IFLA family misses him. Our thoughts and
wishes are with you Lone and your family, with his friends
and colleagues from AHO, Norway and from those who had
the opportunity to get to know him or work with him.
Kathryn Moore
28th September, The 10th Biennale, Barcelona

In addition:

Can you help to review the Protocol for the Cochraine systematic review EKLIPSE
Protocol on Green Blue Open Spaces and Mental Health and Wellbeing? Review
deadline Oct.12th. Link to review here.
From 28th November to 1st December the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
the City of Mantua (IT), the Italian Society of Silviculture and Forest Ecology (SISEF),
and the Politecnico di Milano present the World Forum of Urban Forest (WFUF)
‘Changing the Nature of Cities’. Back-to-back with the ﬁrst day of the World Forum on
Urban Forests The Urban Europe Research Alliance (UERA) has organised a
Knowledge Café on Urban Conﬂict and Convergence in the Anthropoceneon, this
takes place 28th November 2018, at the premises of Politecnico di Milano in Mantua
(IT). You are invited to attend, more info here.
ECLAS Conference Call 2019: 100 Years of Education, More information here,
Deadline 2nd December 2018

Events from around the World: http://iflaonline.org/events/
Browse the latest job opportunities here: http://iflaonline.org/jobadverts/
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